During this topic you will develop and demonstrate the
following PLTS:

Subject: German
Year:

Teaching block: 5

Topic: Meine Zukunft
Assessment week: w/b 18th March 2018

What I will learn?

To talk about your ambitions using the
conditional: ich würde

Effective
participator

Independent
enquirer

Self- manager

Perfect Tense
Future Tense
Imperfect Tense
Inversion
Prepositions

Modal Verbs
Adverbs
Infinitive
The dative
The accusative

Vocabulary Areas

Intensifiers
Sequencers
Subordinating
conjunctions

Jobs/professions
Ambitions
Professional activities
Adjectives

Resources

Knowledge Organiser, Stimmt 3 glossaries
Modules 3, bi-lingual dictionaries

To use seit + the present tense
To demonstrate correct word order

Reflective learner

Grammatical
Terms

To use modal verbs
To use um… zu

Team player

Key vocabulary for this topic:

To describe part time jobs, motivations, work
experience and job applications
To talk about the use of languages in the world
of work and beyond

Creative thinker

Independent learning
Use of Knowledge Organiser/Trailblazer text RAG rate e of Knowledge
Verbmaster Grids 1A –4FLear
Weekly tests in class to assess progress

How the accusative and the dative cases work
Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Consolidation

Task Type
Menu 1
Active Learn
Menu 2
Active Learn
Menu 3
Active Learn
Menu 4
Active Learn
Revision/K.O.

Task Title

Completed

What will the best students be able to do/understand by the end of the topic:
You will be able to understand in speech and writing a text of approximately 100 words describing part time jobs using three tenses
and the conditional.
You will be able to translate such a text into English to demonstrate a firm understanding. You will demonstrate a competent
understanding of the formation of present, perfect, future and some imperfect tenses, and the conditional and be able to distinguish
between them in both reading and listening to enable them to have a full and accurate understanding of a text.
You should be able to express yourself orally and in writing to talk about jobs, ambitions and work experience, giving and justifying
opinions. You should be able to write a formal letter of application using at least three tenses, time sequencers, a variety of
connectives using correct word order, um… zu and the conditional in the context of their own current and future language learning
experience/ambition. You should be able to write accurately a text of at least 90 words and translate sentences into German with
correct verb usage, word order and spelling of common vocabulary.

